YEAR: 2
SUBJECT/

TERM

2018- 2019
Autumn 1
7 weeks
Amazing Amazon

Yearly Forecast
Spring 1
6 weeks
Dinosaurs

Autumn 2
5 weeks- Titanic
3 weeks- Christmas

Spring 2
6 weeks
Mighty Explorers

Summer 1
5 weeks SATS
The land of make believe.

Summer 2
7 weeks 2 days
Fairytale Forests

Trips

Drama workshop

Sea City Museum – Titanic
workshop

Dinosaur workshop

Hook for learning

Rainforest Drama Workshop

Titanic topic loan box from
Museum.

Find eggs
Sophie the dinosaur

Explorer for the day. – Set
up different challenges to
overcome as if exploring the
world.

OUTCOME

Year 2 Assembly sharing
Learning.

Sea City Museum – Titanic
workshop

Museum for parents.

The historic dockyard

COMMUNITY &
CELEBRATIONS

Parents to attend museum &
Assembly.
Write letters to local animal
charities.
Nick Butterworth
Emily Gravatt
Letters
Poetry
Fact sheet
Mixed up animal

Dress up day
Carol service to parents.

PI Lockwood-Peck come and
take witness statements
Parents in to celebrate
work.
Alan Snow

M.P. Robertson.

Roald Dahl

Michael Rosen

Fact File non cron
Newspaper
Poetry

Speech
Letter
Persuasive text.

Innovate a familiar fairy
story.

The Great Kapok Tree
The Old Tree
Percy the Parkeeper
Tidy
Flip Flap Jungle

Sampson’s Titanic Journey
Graphic Library- The sinking
of the titanic
I was there (diary)
Nat Geo- fact book

Bumpus Jumpus Dinosaur
Rumpus

Poetry- The Great Animal
Mix Up
Hippocrump
Number and Place Value
Addition and subtraction
Multiplication and division

Coming Home

The conquerors
Horatio Nelson for
children
Shakleton
Ellen Mcarthy
Isenbard Brunell
Amy Johnson

Story writing
Newspaper article.
The night gardener
Ocean meets sky – Terry
and Eric Fan
Grandpa green
Stanleys stick
That rabbit belongs to Emily
brown.

Number and Place Value
Addition and subtraction
Measurement

Multiplication and division
Fractions
Geometry

Author of Half Term
ENGLISH (Refer to
phase 1, 2 & 3 HAM
for specific details)

Text Driver/ parallel
texts

MATHS (Refer to
Phase 1, 2 & 3HAM)

Science longitudinal
study

Tom Fletcher
Beatrix Potter
Instructions
Explanation text
Diary entries

Leavers party

Fractions
Measurement
Compass directions N, S, E
W

The Dinosaur rap (videos)
Andy’s dinosaur Adventures.

Number and Place Value
Addition and subtraction
Geometry

Bean stalk traditional
characters?? Beanstalk
arrive in the wing with lots
of familiar characters.

Leavers party
Show
Leavers Show to parents.

Christmas- Story

How a dinosaur really works

A pair of wellingtons and a
stick who do they belong to?
Put on their wellies and
arrive in their own fantasy
land.
Afternoon tea with parents
invite them in to hear their
fantasy stories.

Multiplication and division
Fractions
Geometry

Show.

Shrek
Mixed up fairy tales.

Children need to learn about how a number of things change with the seasons, including the weather, the temperature and the number of daylight hours. They do not need to know why
these things change.
Environmental change can affect the plants and animals that live there

SCIENCE

Working Scientifically
Ask simple questions

Working Scientifically
Ask simple questions

Working Scientifically
Ask simple questions

Working Scientifically
Ask simple questions

Working Scientifically
Ask simple questions

Working Scientifically
Ask simple questions

Observing closely
Performing simple tests
Identifying and classifying
Gathering and recording
data .
Use observations to suggest
answers.

Observing closely
Performing simple tests
Identifying and classifying
Gathering and recording
data .
Use observations to suggest
answers.

Observing closely
Performing simple tests
Identifying and classifying
Gathering and recording
data .
Use observations to suggest
answers.

Subject Knowledge
Living things and their
habitats/plants

Subject Knowledge
Forces

Subject Knowledge
Plants/living things Animals
including humans

Identify and name a variety of
plants and animals in their
habitats, including
microhabitats.
Identify that most living things
live in habitats to which they
are suited and describe how
different habitats provide for
the basic needs of different
kinds of animals and plants,
and how they depend on
each other. – herbivores,
carnivores

Things can move in
different ways.
Larger masses take
bigger pushes and pulls
to move or stop them.
Bigger pushes and pulls
have bigger effects
(Sports)

Describe how animals obtain
their food from plants and
other animals, using the idea
of a simple food chain, and
identify and name different
sources of food.
Find out about and describe
the basic needs of animals,
including humans, for survival
(water, food and air).
Notice that animals, including
humans grow until they reach
maturity where they have
offspring which then grow into
adults.

Find out and describe how
plants need water, light and a
suitable temperature to grow
and stay healthy.

Observing closely
Performing simple tests
Identifying and classifying
Gathering and recording
data .
Use observations to suggest
answers.

Observing closely
Performing simple tests
Identifying and classifying
Gathering and recording
data .
Use observations to suggest
answers.

Observing closely
Performing simple tests
Identifying and classifying
Gathering and recording
data .
Use observations to suggest
answers.

Subject Knowledge

Subject Knowledge
Animals including humans

Subject Knowledge

Materials & Forces
Identify and compare the
suitability of a variety of
everyday materials, including
wood, metal, plastic, glass,
brick, rock, paper and
cardboard for different uses.
Compare how things move on
different surfaces.
Find out how the shapes of
solid objects made from some
materials can be changed by
squashing, bending, twisting
and stretching

Animals have senses to help
individuals survive. When
animals sense things they are
able to respond.

Flowering plants make seeds
to reproduce and
make more plants. Some
plants die after
producing seeds and others
live for many
generations.

Describe the importance for
humans of exercise, eating
Explore and compare the
differences between things
that are living, dead, and
things that have never been
alive.

Observe and describe how
seeds and bulbs grow into
mature plants
Computing

To use technology safely
and respectfully.
Looking after new laptops

To understand what
algorithms are and that
programs work by following
precise instructions.

Create and debug simple
programs.

Events that are significant
nationally and in their own
locality.

Fossils and paleontologists.
Mary Anning

Use logical reasoning to
predict the behaviour of
simple programs.

Use technology to create,
organise and store digital
content.

Recognise the use of
information technology
beyond school.

Logging in and logging off
correctly.
Creating WWF e-book on
endangered animals.
HISTORY

Changes within their living
memories

Significant individuals in the
past and comparing life then
compared to today.
Isambard Kingdom Brunel

Significant individuals in the
past. Nelson
Michael Pallen

Changes within their living
memories

Ellen Mcarthy
Tim Peake
Chirstopher Columbus
Ernest Shakleton
Lord Nelson.
GEOGRAPHY

Pangea

Name and locate the four
countries and Capital Cities
of UK.

Use aerial photographs to
recognise landmarks and
devise and map with a simple
key.

Use simple compass
directions and describe the
location and routes of
features on a map

Rainforest and where
endangered species live.

Study the geography of the
school and surrounding
areas.

Name and locate seas and
continents.
Use geographical
vocabulary.
Identify seasonal and daily
weather of UK compared to
rainforest. – Locate Hot
and Cold areas.
Understand geographical
similarities and difference
between Uk and a NonEuropean country.
Layers of the rainforest
flap book.
Use basic geographical
vocabulary to refer to
physical and human features
ART
Elodies Grandad
Local artist focus.

To use a range of materials.
Drawing, painting and
sculpture.

Art and design techniques in
using colour, pattern,
texture, line, shape, form
and space.

Henri Rousseau

DT

Art and design techniques in
using colour, pattern,
texture, line, shape, form
and space.

Art and design techniques in
using colour, pattern,
texture, line, shape, form
and space.

Art and design techniques in
using colour, pattern,
texture, line, shape, form
and space.

Range of artists, craft
makers and designers.

Range of artists, craft
makers and designers.

Mary Poppins chalk paintings

Build structures, explore
how they can be made
stronger, stiffer and more
stable.

Build a vehicle to get to the
little country.

Building their own vehicle.
Design an appealing and
functional product.
Select from a wide range of
materials.

Design – generate and
develop ideas through
drawings and communication.
Make – use a range of tools
to cut, join and shape
materials.
Evaluate – evaluate against
a design criteria.

Cooking and Nutrition

Select from and use a range
of tools and equipment to
perform practical tasks.
Explore and use mechanisms
(for example levels, sliders
and axels)

Understand where food
comes from.
Use basic principles of
healthy and varied diet.

Make an afternoon tea for
the parents.

Drawing, painting and
sculpture.

Technical Knowledge –
Explore and use mechanisms.
MUSIC

Recorders – Tuned
instrument.

Recorders – Tuned
instrument.

Recorders – Tuned
instrument.

Recorders – Tuned
instrument.

Recorders – Tuned
instrument.

Recorders – Tuned
instrument.

Hampshire Music team –
Rainforest music box.

Hampshire Music team

Hampshire Music team

Hampshire Music team

Hampshire Music team

Hampshire Music team

Use their voices
expressively and creatively
by singing songs

Use their voices
expressively and creatively
by singing songs

Use their voices
expressively and creatively
by singing songs

Use their voices
expressively and creatively
by singing songs

Perfomance

PE- Unit 2-Monkey
Business & Unit 6
Sammy the Squirrel

PE- Unit 4 Wendy’s
waterski challenge &
Clowning around

Unit 5 Ringo to the
rescue & Jasmine and
John learn to juggle

Unit 2- Journey to the
blue planet (lessons
4-6)

Sports Day

Static Balance:
Seated/ FUNS
challenges & Static
Balance: Floorwork

Skill- Coordination Ball Skills & Counter
Balance in Pairs

Skill- Coordination
with Equipment
Skill- Agility:
Reaction/ Response

Sports Day practice
Skill- Dynamic
Balance to Agility
Skill- Team games

RE

Belonging in Hinduism

Light

Protection

PHSE &
CITIZENSHIP

The life bus – It starts with
me.

The life bus – It starts with
me.

The life bus – It starts with
me.

Authority & changing
emotions
The life bus – It starts with
me.

Use their voices
expressively and creatively
by singing songs
PE (Real PE)

Skill- Ball Skills &
counter balance in
pairs

Challenge cards/
rounders/ mini
Football
Skill- Team games

Ideas about God

Sadness and happiness

The life bus – It starts with
me.

The life bus – It starts with
me.

